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Communicated by E. J. Hannan 
First, the second-order bias of the estimator of the autoregressive parameter 
based on the ordinary least squares residuals in a linear model with serial 
correlation is given. Second, the second-order expansion of the risk matrix of a 
generalized least squares estimator with the above estimated parameter is obtained. 
This expansion is the same as that based on a suitable estimator of the 
autoregressive parameter independent of the sample. Third, it is shown that the risk 
matrix of the generalized least squares estimator is asymptotically equivalent to that 
of the maximum likelihood estimator up to the second order. Last, a sufficient con- 
dition is given for the term due to the estimation of the autoregressive parameter in 
this expansion to vanish under Grenander’s condition for the explanatory 
variates. 0 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the estimation procedure of j? in the model 
t = 1, 2,..., 
t = . ..) - 1, 0, l)...) 
(1.1) 
where { y,} is a sequence of observable random variables, {x,} a sequence 
of p-dimensional non-stochastic explanatory variates, fl a p-dimension 
unknown parameter, {E, > a sequence of independently identically normally 
distributed random variables with mean zero and variance (r*, and 8 a 
nuisance autoregressive parameter with 101 < 1. In this case, {u,} is a 
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stationary ergodic autoregressive process of order one. Our main aims are 
to get an expansion of the risk matrix up to 0(1/T*) of the generalized 
least squares estimator (GLSE) p^$ based on the estimated residuals by the 
simple least squares estimator (SLSE) fl and to show that a sufficient con- 
dition for the term due to the estimation of 8 to vanish is Grenander’s con- 
dition under some conditions. 
In the general linear model, not assuming the special structure of the 
covariance matrix of 24, 
y=xp+u, (1.2) 
where y = [rl ,..., yr]‘, X = [x1 ,..., x,]‘, p = [/? ,,..., fiP]’ and u = 
[Us,..., uT]’ such that E(u) =0 and E(uu’)= I’, Mitra and Rao [7] give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for p to be identical with the best linear 
unbiased estimator (BLUE) 8, f or any fixed sample size T. Our situation 
(1.1) does not satisfy their condition and there exist many other regression 
models not satisfying their condition. Grenander [4] considers a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the equivalence of the first-order asymptotic 
covariance of /r with that of pw in the case where (nt> constitutes a weakly 
stationary stochastic process in (1.2). His condition is stated in terms of the 
regression spectrum of {x,} and the spectral density function of {Us}. 
When the functional form of the covariance of the error such as (1.1) is 
known and the nuisance parameter 0 is unknown, GLSE 8, by using a 
relevant consistent estimator e^ of 0 and the maximum likelihood estimator 
WLE) 8ivm are considered as the alternative estimators of b other than 
SLSE ,8. flMLE may be considered as having the most information but it is a 
function of the maximum likelihood estimator 8,,, of 0, which in turn is 
the solution of a nonlinear equation of 8,,, and flMvI,, and is difficult to 
determine. On the other hand p^$ is often used in applications for the 
reason of simplicity for calculation. As a point of likelihood principle, fl, is 
considered as utilizing the solution of the modified simple normal equation 
with respect to 0 which is easier to calculate in place of solving the 
likelihood equation of the exact likelihood. Gong and Samaniego [3 J 
propose the pseudo maximum likelihood estimator. This is the solution of 
the maximization of the pseudo likelihood, that is, the one which is sub- 
stituted by a suitable consistent estimator $ of the nuisance parameter 6 
contained in the exact likelihood. They treat the situation in the i.i.d. case 
and the first-order asymptotic distribution of their estimator. 
Under some regularity conditions (see Toyooka [9]), the first-order 
asymptotic distribution of flfi coincides with that of fl,,,, so the asymptotic 
variance of fl,,, coincides with that of fl,+ under the uniform integrability of 
(flfi - j?)(j?+ - 8)‘. Then the first-order asymptotic distribution of flfi which 
is the same as that of fl,,, coincides with that of/r under Grenander’s con- 
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dition. So pa, /$,,,, and fl are three members of an equivalent class of BAN 
estimators under his condition. Therefore it is necessary to investigate the 
next order structure of risk matrices of /?, &, and moreover the relation of 
the risk matrix of flMLE with these. For GLSE be, the effect due to the 
estimation of 6’ is measured by the second-order expansion of the risk 
matrix of flfi. Toyooka [9] obtains the second-order expansion of the risk 
matrix of Ifi when the variance-covariance matrix V(6) of u is specified by 
the finite parameters 8 in (1.2). The essential assumption used there is the 
independence of 0 with y. Moreover Toyooka [ 111 obtains the second- 
order expansion of the mean squared error of pfi by using the estimated 
residuals of fi in the location model, x, = 1 for all t in (1.1). This expansion 
is the same as in the case where 0 and y are mutually independent. As the 
statistical implication of this, fl, is better than fl for any 19 (0 #0) up to 
0(1/T*). On the other hand, Kariya and Toyooka [6] show that the 
greatest lower bound for the risk matrix of fi,+ is that of b, and Toyooka 
and Kariya [ 131 obtain the upper bound for the risk matrix of fi+ for any 
fixed sample size T as a viewpoint of the exact theory in the more general 
setup. And they show that these problems can be treated as the prediction 
framework (see Kariya and Toyooka ES]). In Toyooka and Kariya [12], 
they obtain uniform bounds with validity for approximations to the pdfs 
and cdf’s of generalized least squares predictor and GLSE. 
Here we give the second-order expansion of the risk matrix of pti which 
is a function of Yule-Walker-type estimator 8 constructed by the simple 
least squares regression residuals. The first-order term of this is the leading 
term of the covariance of fl,. The second-order terms of this are composed 
of the term of the second-order term of the covariance of fl,,, and that of the 
second moment matrix of pa - bw. Moreover we show that the latter term 
due to the estimation of 8 in the second-order terms vanishes under 
so-called Grenander’s condition and some additional condition of the 
regression functions though it is non-negative definite in general. This says 
that the effect of the estimation of the nuisance parameter 8 does not exist 
up to 0(1/T*) under these conditions. The space of functions satisfying 
these conditions contains commonly used regression functions. So we can 
easily calculate the difference between the risk matrix of BIti and that of /r 
up to 0(1/T*) in some cases. This is also an asymptotic justification of the 
so-called two-step estimation procedure up to 0( l/T*) in this case. And we 
show that the covariance matrix of fl,,, is asymptotically equivalent to 
that of fl, up to 0(1/T*). From these discussions we show that fl$ and 
B MLE are asymptotically better than fl up to the second order for any 8 
(0 # 0). Therefore fl is second-order inadmissible for any 0 (0 # 0). These 
discussions are also considered as an approach to the high-order 
asymptotic theory for the typical not independent and not identical 
statistical problem. 
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As the secondary result, not only for the purpose of the second-order 
expansion of the risk matrix of pti but also for its own purpose, the bias up 
to O( l/T) of the least squares type estimator 0 is obtained in this regression 
model. Shenton and Johnson [8] obtain the bias up to O( l/T) of the least 
squares estimator B,, when the regression function {x,} does not exist. 
White [ 141 gives the bias up to O( l/T) of 0 when x, = 1 for all t. So our 
result is an extension of theirs in the point that the general regression 
function {xI} may exist. 
In Section 2, we review the model, and define the least squares type 
estimator 0 and the least squares estimator 8,s of 0 when (at} is obser- 
vable. And we give the stochastic expansion up to O,( l/T) and the bias up 
to 0(1/T) of 6. In Section 3, we give the second-order expansion of the risk 
matrix of fl, and show that this is equivalent to that of bMLE up to second 
order. Last we discuss a statistical implication of this expansion and some 
examples in Section 4. 
2. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES 
When { y,: t = l,..., T} is observed, (1.1) is expressed as 
y=xp+u, (2.1) 
where y = [y, ,..., yr]‘, X= [x, ,..., x,]’ and u = [u, ,..., u,] with Eu=O 
and 
Li 8 (jT-2 --l 1 6 1 $T--2 .  . .  8 1 (jr-1 )T-2 e  
The parameter space of 8 is 8 = (0: lOI< l}. 
1. 
In (2.1) SLSE fl of p and the estimated residuals ii are given by 
p= (xx)-’ x’y 
and 
or equivalently, 
ii = [z-x(Xx)-’ X] 2.4, 
ii, = Ul - x:@ - p), t = l,..., T, 
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where I denotes TX T identity matrix. Let the least squares type estimator 
0 and the least squares estimator oLLs be 
o= i i&ii,-, 
I 
i ii-,=A,/B, (say) (2.2) 
1=2 t=2 
and 
&,= i u,u,-~ i u:-~=AJB~ 
I 
(say). (2.3) 
I=2 1=2 
Since 
*- 8 = (O- &,,, + &, - e), 
we shall evaluate &.. - 8 in the first place. The stochastic expansion is well 
known as the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the model (l.l), as T+ co, 
Remark 2.1. From this stochastic expansion, 
‘(+i2 -) 
u;-~-L 
i -82 
28 = - -¶ 
T 
since 
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This bias up to 0(1/T) is identical to the result of Shenton and Johnson 
PI. 
Next we consider the stochastic expansion of &s -g. In the case of the 
unknown mean (xi, = 1 and p = l), Akahira [l] discussed this expansion. 
Let, for i, j = l,..., p, 
T-h 
ar(h)= c XitXjt+h? h = 0, I,..., 
I=1 
= f Xi,Xj,+b, h=O, -l,... . 
t=l-h 
We impose the following regularity conditions on the regression functions 
{x,} (see Anderson [2, p. 5721). 
R.l. a:(O) = Ilxj]lZ,+ cc us T+ co, where llxill T= (CT= 1 x:)“’ for 
i = l,..., p. 
R.2. lim,, o. xfT+ 1 /al:(O) = 0 for i = l,..., p. 
R.3. The limit of 
ai(h)/dm) = r;(h) 
as T + co exists for every i, j = l,..., p and h = 0, f l,... . 
Let 
lim r;(h) = p,(h) for i, j= l,..., pandh=O, drl,... 
T-CC 
and let R(h) = [p,(h)]. 
R.4. R(0) is nonsingular. 
Under these regularity conditions, there exists a matrix-valued regression 
spectral measure M(I) such that 
R(h) = IX eihL dM(I1). 
--7[ 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the first-order asymptotic value 
of the variance of /r to be equivalent to that of /-?, is that M(1) increases at 
not more than p values of A, 0 <A < K, and the sum of the ranks of the 
increases in M(1) is p. We call this condition Grenander’s condition. 
LEMMA 2.2. AS T-+co, 
&s-B=+!g [ -eB,D,R(o) DT~- {B’DTR(l) DTB- b;DTR(O) DTB 
-fiDTR(0) DT6>l + op(i/T)3 
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where b-= diag(ll.dI T7 ll~zll T,..., Ilx,ll A 8=/I-P, 
and 
B,=[ i x,,x:,]-’ i X,24-‘. 
t=2 f=2 
Proof: Note that 
gLs - 8= AdB, - A,/B, 
+-A&B,-B,)-+B,+(A,--A,) 
Since the Gaussian stationary autoregressive process {u,} is ergodic, 
A$T-dh2/(1 -6”) a.e.as T+co 
and 
Bo/T-w2/(1 -02) a.e. as T-t co. 
Next 
B,/T=; f {u,-, -x;-,(a^-p))” 
1=2 
=f i {t4-,-28’xtm 
t=2 
The first term in the right-hand side is 
+i2 uf-1 -4/(1-P) 
‘U,-1+Pxt-lx;-‘&. 
a.e. as T-+ 00. 
The second term of this is 
=-58’f x,x: j7 + lower-order terms 
r=l 
= +‘D,Df i x,x: D, ‘DrB+ lower-order terms 
1=1 
(2.4) 
= 0,(1/T), 
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since Cov(D,p) = D, Cov@) D T= 0( 1). The third term is evaluated 
similarly to the second term as 0,(1/T). So as T-+ co, 
B,/T+ a'/(1 - 0') in probability. 
Next 
+W.,=~{ -2 i u,-,x:-,8+/7’ i x,-,x:-J} 
r=2 r=2 
+f. x,x;/-? + lower-order terms 
I=1 
= -;B’DJ),1 -f x, xi D r ID Tb + lower-order terms 
1==1 
= -fB'D,R(O) D#-tlower-order terms. 
Finally 
= -+~;D~D$ i x~-~x;-,D~'D~~ 
r=2 
1 
+$'D,D,' i x,x:_,D,'Dr~ 
r=2 
-f8;o,D+ x,&]D;~D,B 
r=2 
= -~~;D,R(O)D,B+~~D,R(l)D,B-~B;D,R(O)D,B 
+ lower-order term. 
Putting these results into (2.4), then we get the desired expansion. i 
Using Lemma 2.2, an approximation of the expectation of 6,s - 8 up to 
0( l/T) is obtained in the following Proposition 2.1. Since the covariance 
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function of the autoregressive process is a(h) = u’@~~/( 1 - 13’), h = 0, f l,..., 
we get 
PROPOSITION 2.1. As T-t 00, 
-e 2 o(h)D(h)- f o(h)F(h) 
h= -m h= --co 
- 2 a(h)D(h-l)- f a(h)D(h+l) +o(l/T), 
h= -co h= --co 
where D(h)=lim,,, C,.s,x~+,D,lR(0)-l D,‘x, and F(h)=lim,,, 
c ~sS~~;,+sD~‘R(O)-‘R(1)R(O)-1D~‘x,withS,={1,2,..., T-h}ifh>O, 
S,= (l-h, 2-h ,..., T} ifh<O. 
ProojI First, 
= E c c xiD;‘R(O)-’ D; lx,u,u, + lower-order term 
T--l 
= 1 0) 1 x;l + s D ; ‘R( 0) D r ix, + lower-order term 
h= -(T-l) SCSs,, 
= h =t o. g(h) D(h) + lower-order term. 
Similarly, 
E{& D,R(O) D$} = f a(h) D(h - 1) + lower-order terms 
h=-cc 
E{p2D,R(0) D$} = a(h) D(h + 1) + lower-order terms 
h= --co 
and 
E{ pD,R( 1) DTp} = f o(h) F(h) + lower-order terms. 
h=-co 
Then we get the desired result, 1 
Now consider the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. In the case of the location model, that is, x, = 1 (p = 1) for 
each t, 
D(h)=F(h)= 1 for any h = 0, f l,... . 
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so 
,, O)W-I)= f a(h)D(h+l)= 5 a(h)F(h)= f: a(h) 
h= --m h= -co h= -cc 
=0(0)+2 f a(h)=a*/(1-e)2. 
h=l 
Then, as T-P CO, 
E(&,-@=;(I +8)+0(1/T). 
EXAMPLE 2. In the case of the trigonometric regression, x, = cos(yt), 
y # 0, y E [ - 71,711, remark that the spectral density of {u,> is 
and 
R(h) = Cos( -yh) = 1’ eiAh dM(I), 
-x 
where M(d) jumps t at 1= -y, y. And 
f a(h)F(h)=cos(y) f o(h)R(h) 
h=-m h= -cc 
=cos(y) f lz euh &f(I) o(h) 
h=-m --n 
= cos(y) IT 27cf(l) dM(1) 
--n 
= 27r cos(y) J= f(A) &f(1) 
--li 
a2 cos(y) 
= 1 - 28 cos(y) + P’ 
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Similarly, 
h~fmww-l)= f a(h)D(h+l) 
h= -cc 
= f a(h)R(h+l) 
h= -00 
o2 cos(y) 
= 1 - 26 cos(y) + 82 
and 
f a(h)D(h)= cT2 
h= --cc, 1 - 26 cos(y) + t12’ 
Then, as T+ co, 
E(o,,-8)+l-e2) cos(y) - 0 
I - 28 COS(Y) + 82 + o( l/T). 
Remark 2.2. Combining Remark 2.1 with the above Example 2, as 
T+ co. 
in the case of trigonometric regression, and as a special case of this, as 
T-t co, 
E&e)= -!$f+o(l,T) 
in the case of location model which is equivalent to White’s result [ 141. 
Summarizing Remark 2.1 and Proposition 2.1, we can get 
PROPOSITION 2.2. As T+ 00, 
qB-e)=fy[e fj am 
h= --m 
f @)W-1) 
h= --m 
o(h)D(h+l) 
h= -co II -:+0(1/T). 
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3. SECOND-ORDER EXPANSION OF RISK MATRICES OF 
GLSE /?, AND MLE fl,,, 
In this section we give the second-order expansion of E(fi, - /?)(/?& - fi)’ 
and show that this expansion is identical to that of E(flMLE - /I)(&,, - fl)’ 
up to O( 1/T2) under a fairly broad condition. Moreover we discuss a suf- 
ficient condition in order that the term due to the effect of the estimation of 
8 vanishes. 
In fact Kariya and Toyooka [6] show that a sufficient condition for the 
existence of the second moment of Ifi is &ii) E 8 and &(a~?) = &ii) for a > 0, 
and that a sufficient condition for the unbiasedness of it is &-ii) = &ii) 
under the sphericity of the distribution of U. For this purpose we choose 
Yule-Walker-type estimator 
(3.1) 
as a consistent estimator for 6 in this section. Remark that I@ < 1 a.e. from 
Schwartz’s inequality. Then the risk matrix of /?, using (3.1) is the 
covariance matrix of it. And they show if E IIj&a - fll\ 2 exists, then flMVILE 
is unbiased where 11. I( denotes the Euclidean norm of a. So the risk matrix 
of bMLE is nothing but the covariance matrix of fl,,,. 
Now let 
~~--=(~~--~)+tB,-P). (3.2) 
so 
E(ko - PM% - BY = E(i% - 8w)(b, - k)’ + E@, - P^Jthv - BY 
+E(IT,-P)(~~--~)‘+E(liw-P)(lfw-P)’. (3.3) 
We quote the following lemma from Kariya and Toyooka [6]. 
LEMMA 3.1. For the choice (3.1) of @, 
J%% - k)tfl, - BY = E(k - IN% - k)’ = 0 for anyfixed T. 
This says that the second and third terms of (3.3) vanish for any T. The 
last term of (3.3) is {X’ V-‘(0) X} -’ for any T. The first term of (3.3) is 
evaluated as follows. Hereafter we assume that the regression functions 
satisfy llxil12,= O(T) for i = 1, 2,..., p. We redefine r;(h) = ai(h)/T for every 
i, j = l,..., p and h = 0, + l,..., so that D,= diag( l/,,/? ,..., l/J?). Since 
fl,,,-p = O.([l/fi,..., l/3]‘) for these regression functions, it is suf- 
ficient to evaluate flti-flBw up to O,([l/T,..., l/T]‘) which is the leading 
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term of this in order to expand (3.3) up to 0(1/T’). Since the leading term 
of the stochastic expansion of (3.1) is the same as that of (2.2), so let 
O-O= -L+C$(l/JT) 
fi 
as T-+m, (3.4) 
where a=((1 -O’)/~~‘)(l/fi)~r~ , 2 U, I~,. By using (3.4), the stochastic _ 
expansion of flG - fl, up to O,( [ l/T,..., l/T]‘) is given by Toyooka [I 1 ] as 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. As T+ 00, 
‘fi 
5 (rv-‘(e)x)-‘xjJj v-ye)u+Op(l/T). 
From this lemma, 
(B, - Bw>cho - IL)’ 
=gt {x7-‘(e) x> -I xv-~(e) dv-~(e) AC-$ {xv(e) xl -1 
+G {w-ye) xl -1 r i v-ye) t.d $ v-ye) x(x7-l(e) x) -1 
+Gf {x7-ye) x} -1 m-ye) d$ v-ye) x(x9-l(e) x1-l 
+$ pv-1(8)x)-9 a ae v-ye) 2dv-ye) x$ (x7-l(e) x) -1 
+ op( l/T*). (3.5) 
The random variables contained in (3.5) are 
X,=1 fiti ul-IEl, 
&CL 
fi 
m-ye) u 
and 
Z*=Lx( 
J’ 
2 v-ye) u. 
T ae 
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In order to evaluate the expectation of (3.5), we want to use the moments 
of the asymptotic distribution of the random vector BT= [a, Z,, Z,]‘. 
Using the result of Hildreth [5], it is easy to prove that in distribution, 
as T -+ co and E6 TSk converges to the covariance matrix of this asymptotic 
distribution because of the uniform integrability of S,S$. Since c1 is 
asymptotically independent of Z1 and Z2, 
T-CC 
[ 
+ (X’V-‘(H)Xj-‘x$ v-l(e) v(e) t v-l(e) x{m-l(e) x> -1 
+& {rv-1(8)x)-1x’-& v-ye)x{x’v-1(8)x)-l 
+ (x’v-l(e)x}-1x$ v-l(e) xi {x7-ye) xl -11 
+ lower-order terms. 
In fact, the choice t? of (3.1) satisfying @(an) = &ii) for a > 0 implies that 
g(3) is a function of C/lliill where lItill = ii’ii. The set S= {ii/lliill Iii= 
[I- X(xX) ~ I J?] u, 24 E RT} is compact. B is a continuous function of ii, so 
the range g(S) is compact. Then we can prove the uniform integrability of 
T’(fl, - j?,,,)(fl, - /?,,,)I by using the mean value theorem and the bounded- 
ness of I% Therefore Eo,( l/P) = o( 1/T2) in (3.5). This implies 
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=~(l-ez)!im_T[{X’Y1(B)~}-1~~~-‘(6)V(B) 
x; v-‘(e) X(x7’(e) X} -’ 
-+L-‘$4 A-‘, 1 (3.6) 
where A = lim T~ca(l/T){~~~l(e)X)=(l/a2)(-2eR(1)+(1+e2)R(o)) 
and E = Chm_, a(h) R(h). So we can obtain 
THEOREM 3.1. As T+ CO, 
E(k - /%A% - a^,,’ 
=~(1-82)Al[~{(‘~~~)‘E 
1 A-‘+o(l/T2). (3.7) 
Remark 3.1. This expansion for the effect due to the estimation of 8 is 
the same as that in the case where y and g are mutually independent (see 
Toyooka [9]). 
Remark 3.2. From Kariya and Toyooka [6], the existence of the 
second moment of flti using the choice (2.2) of 0 might not be verified for 
any fixed T but is guaranteed asymptotically by the fact that 0~ 8 for a 
sufficiently large T by the ergodicity of U. Moreover as long as the 
estimator I!? for 0 is first-order efficient and asymptotically independent of 
Z, and Z2, (3.7) is the same one. 
If M(I) has jump points less than p (Grenander’s condition in our 
present situation), 
683/1712-2 
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This implies in this situation 
E = +(R(O) A -‘R(O) - a(O) R(O)}. 
By this relation, 
(I)=-${(1;;;)2E+R(0)-;R(1)} 
“,,“:” (R(o)a-‘R(o)-c7(o)R(o)~+2R(0)-;R(1)] 
and let (II) = (~?,/a@ AA -‘(a/&3) A. If R(h) = R for all h = 0, _+ l,..., that is, 
M(1) has only one jump point, (I) = (II) = 4R/a*. So the coefficient of (3.6) 
vanishes in this case. Then we get 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf M(1) has only one jump point at Iz = 0, the coef- 
ficient of (3.7) vanishes as T -+ 00 so /?, has the same covariance as Is,,, up to 
O(W). 
Even if the first-order asymptotic covariance of fl,,, is equivalent to that 
of /? under Grenander’s condition, there is a second-order difference of 
these in general, because for any fixed T and any 8, 101~ 1, 
E(k -P)(ik -Pf’ WhN%W (3.8) 
Remark 3.3. If the covariance matrix of 8, and that of fl are expanded 
as 
and 
under Grenander’s condition, where A(‘) and B(l) are matrices, then the 
second-order difference of these is 
E(~-B)(~-B)‘-E(CS,-P)(Bw-B)‘=~(B”’-A”’)+O(l/T3). 
When A(‘) and B”’ are both constant matrices, from (3.8), 
#“-A”‘>() 
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in the sense of the ordering of the non-negative definiteness. There are 
many regression functions satisfying that A(‘) and B(l) are constant 
matrices. But if B(l) and A (l) depend on T, that is, these are oscillating 
functions of T, then the second-order ordering of estimators is rather dif- 
ficult because of the non-identically of the distribution of Y, and the serial 
dependency of u,. Such regression function is x, = cos(yt) (y #O and 
y # (2x/T) x integer) for example. (See the following expansion of 
(xv’(e) X} -1.) 
In order to expand the risk matrix of j, up to O(1/T2), we need more 
specification for the condition R.3 in the case \lxjl\‘,= O(T) for i = 1,2,..., p, 
that is, 
R.3’. a~(h)/T=p,(h)+y,(h)/T+o(l/T) as T-+ co for every i, j= 
1, 2 ,..., p and h = 0, +_ l,... . 
Let T(h)= [r,(h); i, j= 1, 2 ,..., p]. Then 
(x.vl(s)x)-l=~[(l+B’)R(0)-2eR(i) 
+$((1 +e~)r(o)-2er(1)-82c} 1 
-1 
with C= [xilxi, + xiTxjr; i, j= 1, 2 ,..., p] 
A-‘-+A-’ +O(l/T3), 
where B = (1 + 0’) r(O) - 28r( 1) - e2C. So we obtain the second-order 
expansion of the risk matrix of fl,+. 
THEOREM 3.2. As T+ 00, 
2 (l-82)2 ++%-’ --g &p [ i E+R(O)-iR(1) I 
-&AA-liA A-’ 
1 
+ o( 1/T2). 
From the discussion of Remark 3.3, we can say 
F%OFQSITION 3.2. Under the same condition as Propositions 3.1 and that 
A(‘) and B”) are constant matrices in Remark 3.3, the covariance matrix of 
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/I?* is smaller than that of fi up to O(I/T2) as T + GO for any 0 (#O), where 
the ordering of matrices is that of non-negative definiteness. 
Maximizing the log-likelihood equation with respect to /I, IS’ and 8 yields 
and 
p ,^ = {xv’(e) X} -’ xv-‘(B) y 
$log pqe)l-‘-(y-Xfl,)’ 
I 
(i = 0, 1 ), where & = c2 and 8, = 6. Here with fl= (XX)-’ J?y, 
y-x~,,=xg^+n-~(~Y-~(e)Xf-*~~-l(e)[~~+ii] 
= [z-x(rv-‘(e) X)-l rv-l(O)] ii, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
which depends on y only through ii. Then t?,, is a function of ZZ So flMLE 
is a GLSE. The first term of (3.9) is lower order than the second term of 
this. And (3.10) is asymptotically equivalent to u under our conditions of X 
and U. So the leading term of the maximum likelihood estimator gMLE is 
that of 8. Then g,,, satisfies the expression of (3.4). Therefore we can state 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The covariance matrix of j?,,, is equivalent to that of 
j?, up to O(1/T2). M oreover the covariance matrix of flML, is equivalent to 
that of bW up to 0(1/T’) under the same condition as Proposition 3.1 and the 
covariance of JfMLE is smaller than that of fl up to 0(1/T’) under the same 
conditions as Proposition 3.2 for any 8 ( #O) where the ordering of matrices 
is that of non-negative definiteness. Therefore fl is second-order inadmissible 
under the same conditions as Proposition 3.2 for any 0 ( ~0). 
4. SOME EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this section we discuss some examples and statistical implications of 
Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and Propositions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the case of x, = 1 for t = 1,2,... . The regression 
spectrum M(1) of {x,} has the mass 1 at 1= 0, so the Grenander’s con- 
dition and the condition of Proposition 3.2 are satisfied. Then, as T-+ co, 
~@,a - B)’ = E& - 8)’ + 411T2) 
= 02/T( 1 - 0)’ - 202t3/T2( 1 - 6)’ + o( 1/T2). 
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On the other hand, by Toyooka Ill], 
q/L p)* = cqT( 1 - (9)’ - 2a2e/z7 1 - l9)3( 1 + e) + 0( l/T*). 
Let M,= E(fl- 1)’ - E(fl, - /I)“. In this example, MT is zero up to U( l/T) 
but is strictly positive up to O( l/T*) if 0 # 0. That is, flti is relatively more 
efficient than p in the second-order sense from the point that there exists an 
example such that M, = 0 up to O( l/T) but M, > 0 up to O( l/T*). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the regression function X, = ,/?/fi for 
r = 1, 2,... . In this case, M(1) has the mass R at 1= 0. So this example 
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1. Therefore the covariance matrix 
of fl, which is equivalent to that of j? MLE up to O( l/T*) is smaller than that 
of j? up to 0(1/T*). 
An example where {x,> does not satisfy the Grenander’s condition is as 
follows. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the regression function, x, = 1 + cos(yt), y # 0, 
y E C-x, n] for t = 1, 2 ,... . In this case, M(I) has mass &R at I = -/-r and 
mass $R at il = 0, so {x,} does not satisfy the Grenander’s condition. There 
exists a first-order difference between E(j?, - fi)’ and E(fl- /?)*. Therefore 
we should use flit in this case, that is, V(o) is informative in the first-order 
sense. 
An example in multiple regression is as follows. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the xlr = t/T and x2t = t*/T* for t = 1,2,... . In this 
case 
R(h)= f ’ [ 1 for any h. 5 i 
This example satisfies the Grenander’s condition and the condition of 
Proposition 3.1. Therefore flit has the same covariance as fl, up to O( l/T*) 
and the covariance of fl, is smaller than that of fl up to 0(1/T*) for any 
lel <i (ezo). 
Finally, we comment on Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 in order. 
First, from these discussions and Grenander’s result [4], flfi is better than 
j? from the viewpoint of the first-order sense when {x,} does not satisfy the 
Grenander’s condition for any 0 ( #O). Although fl,+ is comparable to $ in 
the first-order sense when {xt} satisfies the Grenander’s condition and the 
condition of Proposition 3.2, f16 is better than fl in the second-order sense 
for any 8 (#O). Second, the vanishing of the coefficient of (3.7) up to 
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O(1/T2) under the Grenander’s condition and the condition of 
Proposition 3.1 shows that these conditions guarantee paying no attention 
to the effect of the estimation of the nuisance parameter 8 up to O(1/T2). 
The result of Toyooka [ 111 in the location model suggests these results. 
The regression model has the similar structure to the location model under 
the Grenander’s condition in some sense, so the above suggestion is valid. 
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